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Many buildings are designed with  
confined areas for mechanical 
equipment which often result in  
restricted spaces for duct systems and 
very uneven velocity contours.  
 
A flow sensor which will average uneven  
velocities as well as accurately read  
very low flow rates will play a larger role 
in the design of critical systems.  
 
Current technologies for low flow  
sensing are primarily based on a probe  
design but uneven flow contours will 
often pass above or below the probe  
resulting in undependable flow readings.  
Our solution is to use a proven  
averaging sensor with a very accurate  
transmitter and a post conditioning  
circuit to accurately read very low flow 
rates.  

 

 
 

Applications  
Containment spaces  
Clean spaces  
Space pressurization  
Research Laboratories  
 

Advantages  
Very stable at low flows  
Linearized output  
 

Principals of Design  
The components include an enhanced  
velocity averaging flow sensor, a high  
accuracy process transmitter, and a 
post conditioning circuit.  
 
The importance of averaging the flow 
contours has been well proven in VAV  
terminal box applications. The enhanced  
sensor design increases the pressure 
signal providing a consistent signal at 
low flow rates.  
 
The high accuracy transmitter includes a  
very thin crystal diaphragm and low  
noise ASIC circuit. The result is a stable  
output over time and very low error at 
low flow rates.  
 
The post conditioning circuit reduces the 
aerodynamic and electrical noise to well  
below the pressure signal. Additionally 
the pressure signal is linearized to flow 
permitting easy field balancing. These 
components combine to offer excellent 
accuracy and stability especially at low 
flow. The performance is to NIST.  



Available Sizes and Performance  
Standard Velocity range is from 350 ft/min to 2400 ft/min.  
 
For tubular products or round duct systems 8 sizes are offered and include flow  
ranges from 28 cfm to 3900 cfm. For square or rectangular products or systems 8  
sizes are also offered and include flow rates from 35 CFM to 4800 cfm. Other 
sizes and extended performance ranges are available.  
 
Description of Components  

Flow Sensor  
Enhanced averaging sensor  

Four point  Equal areas  
Available Materials  Aluminum and Stainless Steel  

 
Electronics  

Transmitter  
Diaphragm  
Response Time  
Zero and span  
Temp calibrated range  
Stability  
LED  
CE compliant  
UL  
Enclosure  
Power  
 

Post conditioning circuit  
Circuitry includes  
 
Enclosure  
Output  

 
Application Suggestions  

Silicon wafer 2 5 
0 m s.  
field adjustable  
0-160 F  
< 0.25 % span/year  
indicates power status  
to EN61326  
94 5VA 
NEMA 1  
12-36 V dc  

 
 
A/D, programmable  
microcontroller and D/A  
Potted with unplug able terminal  
4-20 Ma, 0-10 V  

Accuracy from the sensor through the post conditioning circuit at low velocities  
(400 ft/min) averages +/-0.37% of span or +/-2% of reading. Flow rates will vary +/-8 
ft/min. At higher velocities (1500 ft/min) the accuracy is +/-0.55% of reading. or +/- 
1.0% scale.  


